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Corby Town Supporters Trust Meeting with Corby Town Football Club 

Thursday 13th September 2012 – 6pm  

The Boardroom, Steel Park 

 

PRESENT 

 

Clare Pavitt (CTST) 

Pat McMahon (CTST) 

Rory Clark (CTST) 

Gary Millier (CTST) 

Robbie Dunion (CTST) 

James McCafferty (CTST) 

Luke Monahan (CTST) 

Kevin Ingram (CTFC) 

Hannah Ingram (CTFC)

 

On Thursday evening representatives of the Corby Town Supporters Trust met with Corby Town 

chairman Kevin Ingram and head of operations Hannah Ingram at Steel Park.  

Supporters Trust Email 

 

The first topic of discussion was the email sent by the Supporters Trust to members on 7th 

September 2012.  

 

KI was keen to point out that he was not pleased with some of the content of the email and that he 

believed some of the content to be factually incorrect with regards to the club.  

RD explained that the email was not intended to list what the club does and does not currently do, 

but rather what the fans want to see from the football club following feedback in a previous survey 

and consequent meetings. It was also suggested that what the club does and how the club are 

perceived can be very different.  

 

One of the issues raised was regarding the public comments from Ian Sampson that the playing 

budget was not competitive. KI insisted that he was aware of the budget from the outset and agreed 

upon it. The club are not able to increase the playing budget, as the main aim of the club is stability. 

Chris Plummer knows the budget and has taken on the job as permanent manager.   

KI has said that the debt that the club now has is paying for the past, when we have not lived within 

our means. The trust representatives present agreed that stability is more important than 

immediate success, however both parties agreed that the club needs to remain in the Blue Square 

Bet North. CTFC have every faith that the budget is sufficient for Plummer to keep the club in the 

Blue Square Bet North. 



KI remained adamant that he wants to provide transparency and openness with CTST and the wider 

fan base of the club. With this in mind he has laid out the club’s budget in his programme notes for 

Saturday’s match against Colwyn Bay. This is to help supporters understand how and where the 

club’s incomings and outgoings are spent for 2012/13.  

The trust representatives also outlined that despite the club discussing that they have been in active 

discussions with new sponsors and working hard behind the scenes off the pitch, supporters need to 

be kept better informed in order to ensure that perceptions can be more accurate of the club.  

CTST has offered to help the club to interact with supporters through feedback following meetings.  

2012/13 Budget 

The entire club budget was discussed and the full details will be available in the Colwyn programme. 

The budget at the club for the season is £450k, which is the total cost of the clubs outgoings. The 

club have outlined a plan to help them break even this financial year by bringing in £450k to cover 

this.  

The club currently has a significant brewery loan, bank loan and overdraft. This year will not see 

these debts paid off within the budget, however the interest will be paid off within this and the loans 

have all been secured and guaranteed by Kevin Ingram.  

By utilizing a structure which has been brought in by the new board, Corby Town Football Club will 

aim to not accumulate any further debt and now have a foundation to be sustainable. 

Corby Town Football Club has not budgeted for the FA Cup or FA Trophy competitions this season. 

Anything we get from these competitions in terms of match day income and prize monies will be “a 

bonus”.  Any such monies would go towards the running of the club and not towards the playing 

squad. 

Kettering Town FC Ground Share at Steel Park 

In recent weeks CTST has been asked many questions around the newspaper article in the Northants 

Telegraph on Thursday 23rd August where former acting chairman of Kettering Town, Richard Jeune, 

commented that KTFC had agreed a groundshare with CTFC.  

KI confirmed that he had been contacted by Mr Jeune and was presented with a two-page 

document, outlining an agreement for Kettering Town to groundshare at Steel Park. This deal is 

legally binding and was signed by former Steelmen chairman Peter Mallinger in 2009. 

The deal was for a length of 15 years, from when/if it is triggered and involves KTFC playing their 

home matches at Steel Park. The deal was for a stadium hire for 7 hours prior to kick off and 7 hours 

after full time. There would be no KTFC branding left around the stadium outside of these times and 

they would not have rights to train at Steel Park.  

KI did admit that any potential deal would be financially beneficial for the club, but any eventual 

decision would lie with Corby Borough Council for approval. There are no immediate plans for KTFC 

to move to Steel Park and KI has not had any correspondence with Imraan Ladak. 



GM raised a question around this being a pre-requisite to a merger between the clubs following 

fears from fans, to which KI responded that there are catergorically “No plans to merge Corby Town 

with any club, including Kettering”.  

The role of the Trust 

 

The trust and football club have agreed to work together to ensure that supporters are represented 

within the club and that the views of Corby fans are heard by the chairman and club board, through 

meetings with CTST. 

The supporters trust and football club are going to meet again in October to further discuss the 

bigger picture and ways that the two organisations can work together to meet shared objectives. 

The trust members discussed the goal of a shareholding within the club, which will again be 

discussed further at the next meeting.    

Matchday Experience 

One of the roles that the trust is eager to become involved in is improving the match day experience 

for all Corby Town supporters.  

Through the CTST links to Corby Radio, via PM and CP, the option is going to be explored for the 

community station of Corby to become more actively involved in match days and providing the 

music and PA announcements on match days.  

PM is going to discuss with Des Barber at Corby Radio and arrange a meeting with the football club 

to try and make this a reality. The return of the mascot Cor-Bee is also something that all parties 

would welcome.  

In addition CTST is looking to introduce half time entertainment, such as a penalty shoot-out or cross 

bar challenge. Other options include local community groups, kids football teams and dance teams.  

The trust are going to gauge the opinions of members further and come up with an action plan to 

help deliver this. The football club would be very grateful for the assistance and help from the trust.  

Social Events 

CTFC are willing to provide CTST with free use of the club’s facilities for social and fundraising events. 

LM is going to take on the role of Trust Entertainment manager and ensure that there are regular 

social events laid on for members. 

Corby Town Supporters Trust Launch  

Corby Town Supporters Trust are looking to organise an official launch event on Friday 12th October. 

The trust have made an approach to hold this event at the Corby Rugby Club as a way of helping to 

build better relationships with our neighbouring sports clubs in the Rockingham Triangle area.  

KI has agreed to attend the event on behalf of the club and speak to the fans. The details will be 

finalised in the coming weeks.  



  



Non League Day 

Saturday 13th October is national non-league day. CTST in partnership with CTFC will be organising 

and promoting this around the local area. The match will also be a breast cancer awareness day, 

where money will be raised for a designated breast cancer charity.  

CTST will use their network through Supporters Direct to promote this nationally and try to raise 

awareness further. With the launch event being the evening before the trust will also be raising 

money for the breast cancer charity at this.  

RD will contact Supporters Direct for support on this.  

Next Meeting 

KI and HI acknowledged that it was good to hear the supporters’ views on a number of issues, and 

that it would encourage the continued representation of fans through the trust. 

A regular meeting on the first Thursday of each month was agreed. The next meeting between the 

two parties will be held on Thursday 4th October at 6pm.   


